Imperial Fastener Company

Flame Resistant Cubicle Curtains

When you’re looking for the best, look to Imperial... for Proven Performance!

imperialfastener.com
Fabrics for all Tastes and Budgets

From concept through all stages of budgeting, ordering, and delivery, Imperial serves as your partner in design and execution. We offer quality workmanship at competitive prices, and the largest selection of fabrics, colors, patterns, and textures.

Imperial manufactures custom made cubicle curtains fabricated of the finest flame resistant fabrics available. In addition to our own quality cubicle curtain fabrics, we offer curtains made with fabrics manufactured by . . . ARCOM, Archilux, Carnegie, Coral, Design-Tex, Interspec, Knoll, Maharam, Momentum and others! These fabrics are all specifically designed for cubicle curtains and give you the design flexibility you want along with the technical specifications you need.

In addition to our designer line, Imperial inventories large quantities of a number of inexpensive 100% polyester cubicle fabrics that are always in stock for projects requiring immediate delivery.

Each curtain is meticulously tailored and delivered ready to hang, on time, and within budget. Imperial also manufactures its own line of cubicle track and accessories for all your cubicle curtain needs.

Call, click or visit us online at imperialfastener.com
See our entire Color and Pattern Pallete
View By Pattern Type, Cost, Most Popular and Quick Ship
See complete Fabric and Mesh specs along with detailed fabrication information
Cubicle Curtains

Specifications

Top hems to be 1-1/2" wide, triple thickness double lock stitched. Bottom hem shall be 1-1/2" wide double thickness double lock stitched, side hems to be 3/4" wide turned and single lock stitched. Seams to be 1/2" wide double turned and double lock stitched. When possible curtains will be railroaded to avoid vertical seams. Points of stress are reinforced, assuring a top quality product that will provide years of outstanding service.

Rustproof aluminum grommets are machined into the top hem 6” o.c.

Curtains are available with #50 mesh (1/2" hole) flame resistant nylon mesh. Available in 6 colors.

The nylon mesh is double lock stitched to top of curtain fabric with a 1/2" wide triple thick top seam. The mesh also has a 1-1/4" 100% polyester tape double lock stitched into the top hem for secure machining of grommets. All curtains are inspected for workmanship.

Curtain Drops

If mesh cannot be used, Imperial offers stainless steel drop chains in 6", 9", 12", 15" and 18" lengths. We also manufacture PVC curtain drops with hooks to any length.

100% F/R Polyester

Curtains to be 100% F/R Polyester, permanently and inherently flame resistant for the life of the fabric.

Fabric is approximately 12oz./linear yard. It is machine washable to 160 F.

100% F/R Polyester meets NFPA 701, California Fire Marshall title 19 City of Boston Chapter 3.

100% F/R Polyester is available in solids, textures, stripes and patterns.

Summit Cloth has an antimicrobial and stain resistant finish. This pattern is a 100% flame resistant polyester fabric that is among our most popular. Attractive and economically priced, it provides good value. All colors in stock to ensure prompt delivery.

Nylon Mesh

Imperial offers color coordinated #50 (1/2" hole) flame resistant nylon mesh. Standard mesh height is 20”. Mesh heights up to 45” are available upon request.
Break-A-Way Curtains with our unique Safety Tab curtain hanging system for use in psychiatric, pediatric, or correctional institutions.

Introducing Imperial’s unique “Break-A-Way” curtain and drapery hanging system. There’s no loose tape or webbing that can be made into a noose, so the “Break-A-Way” system is ideally suited for psychiatric, pediatric, adolescent, or correctional institutions. All hooks and pins have been eliminated too!

The system consists of the IFC-69 or IFC-79 curtain track and “Safety Tabs”. The tabs slide into the track through an inconspicuous opening and quickly attach to continuous loop tape securely sewn to the top hem of the curtain. Tabs are normally spaced every 4”, but “Break-A-Way” action may be increased or decreased by adjusting the number of tabs. All tracks come with non-removable endstops.

Imperial “Safety Tabs” will hold any type of shower, or drapery fabric. Choose from a large selection of fabrics in many styles and price ranges. See Imperial’s track catalog for IFC-69/IFC-79 specifications.

Sure Chek® Shower Curtains
Curtains to be Sure Chek fabric. This material is rated fire resistant by every major fire rating agency in the nation. Material is self deodorizing, antibacterial, self-sanitizing, fluid proof, tear resistant and never needs laundering. Curtains can be cleaned in place. This is an ideal fabric for showers and areas of hard use.

Tie-Backs
Eliminates excess stacking of cubicle curtains against the wall and helps to keep them clean. The tie-back permits easier access and a better view of the patient. Installation is easy; just peel off the paper from the two double foam adhesive strips and press the tie-back against the wall. Pull the tape around the curtain and drop the slider into the aluminum track.

Shower Rod Hooks